Public Meeting 4 April 2019 at Evesham Town Hall.
Evesham Traffic – Is there a solution?
This meeting was organised by Jim Powell, who is the Chairman of the Civic Society. It is a follow up
to the public meeting in June 2016, when many proposals to improve traffic in the town were
considered.
Jim has spent considerable time and effort over the last year in modifying a scheme to improve the
flow of traffic within the town that he originally put forward at the public meeting in June 2016. The
purpose of this meeting was to explain the revised proposals, to seek the public’s initial thoughts and
ideas, to allow the opportunity for questions to Jim but most importantly to show to the County
Highways staff that there is a body of support for a comprehensive change to traffic flow
arrangements in the town. Jim had already circulated his modified scheme through the Civic Society
Newsletter and had believed it was well received.
Jim explained the historical context and referred to a study 26 year ago, in which the consultant had
stated that Evesham had a lot to offer but the (then) traffic problem must be solved. Since then the
town's population had grown to approach 30,000. Further development is expected at Rynal Street,
the old gas works site and off Abbey Road. It is understood that Worcestershire County Council had
spent £1000,000 on a traffic study and it was important to see proper action to improve traffic
conditions.
Jim commenced his explanation of his proposals with the area including Victoria Avenue. He
proposed the implementation of one-way streets for Victoria Avenue, Windsor Road, Princes Road
and Cambria Road. This would assist free flowing traffic to Prince Henry High School.
Jim continued to explain some one-way schemes involving Avon Street, Albert Road and Queens
Road with a series of zebra crossings on raised tables in the northern section of High Street
Jim continues to base his main gyratory scheme on a series of mini-roundabouts rather than traffic
lights, having seen the success of the mini-roundabout at the junction of Elm Road and Offenham
Road in assisting the free-flow of traffic through this junction. He has also taken heart from the
many, successful, one-way systems in other towns, especially historic towns such as Cheltenham. He
stated that when traffic lights had failed, traffic invariably flowed more easily. At the moment the
scheme still does not resolve the issue of ease of access for emergency vehicles, especially fire
engines, to the south of the town, but this is something that Jim is committed to trying to resolve.
What the scheme does do however, is to allow a significant improvement in space within the
carriageway for the provision of designated routes for bicycles and disabled scooters. The plan of the
existing arrangements displayed shows that there is no separate provision for cyclists to access most
of the town centre and Prince Henry’s school in the north. It does not appear that this component
was considered in the previous feasibility assessment.
The Scheme also allows for a major improvement of parking on what are wide roads in and around
the centre, which will benefit all of the trades and services in the town centre. In conjunction with
the re-arrangement of parking spaces comes the opportunity to significantly improve the soft and
hard landscaping, which would be designed to enhance the historic centre. It does not appear that
this component was considered in the previous feasibility assessment.
The details of the scheme considered at the public meeting are attached at Appendix A.

Comments on Jim Powell's presentation, both those made at the meeting and those submitted
later by email.
Robert Hale The Garth, Longdon Hill Nurseries Broadway Road.
1) The Fire Station access might be solvable if the road was two way between the Abbey Bridge and
Leisure Centre/ Rowing Club junctions.
2) Proper analysis is required of losers and gainers in terms of distance and time, with figures.
3) Further thought needs to be given to the effect on Hospital access.
4) What are the unintended consequences of the plan? eg increased traffic flow on Coopers Lane?
5) The concept of removing traffic lights is right. Roundabouts work.
6) No consideration was given to potential improvements to the A46.
7) The use of Zebra type crossings is correct.
The best design of roundabouts and zebra crossings I've seen is in Switzerland where my son lives.
(See attached photos in Appendix B). You should note:
a) the yellow Zebra at every arm of the roundabout.
b) the curved nature of the entries and exits that allow easy access but control speed.
c) the obscuring and attractive nature of the roundabout, reducing visibility to the approaching
driver helping to prevent fast drive throughs.
d) the roundabout copes with the largest vehicles (note the bendy bus), but has a relatively small
foot print. This is achieved by a very shallow sloping edge about one metre wide. It permits side
overhang of large vehicles away from the solidity of the central part of the roundabout. The outer
corners are also very shallowly sloping. So vehicles are tracked round in quite a narrow track, but
there is no "penalty" or damage if a wheel touches the very shallowly sloping inside or outside kerb,
either to the vehicle or the infrastructure.
e) the Swiss roundabouts have relatively narrow entries and exits.
f) If non Belisha crossing were implemented in the UK it would be easier to use the more visible
yellow as a new innovative road structure with corresponding regulations until all the existing white
ones could be replaced.
Proposal by James Fleck, which was put forward in June 2016 was tabled at the meeting. This
involves 2-way traffic on Mill Street with mini-roundabouts at the junctions and zebra crossings.
Having checked the Pre-Feasibility Option Testing results report (May 2018), this scheme was
assessed, (ref 3.3). The main stumbling block appears to be the need to cater for HGVs and buses, as
banning such traffic and moving it onto High Street and Abbey Road is not best practice!
His proposal was supported by a member of the audience, who also recommends Swan Street oneway being reversed. It used to work well, so why not put it back.
Lynn Davies, Greenhill expressed concern about the one-way along Waterside and Abbey Road, but
would support a more limited scheme. The gyratory would make access to the Riverside car park
difficult, as traffic from the south would have to travel north into the town centre to then travel
south again.
Gary Hale, Evesham Town Council considered the gyratory scheme as ridiculous. He felt Swan Lane
current direction should be reversed. As an ex- bus driver he is concerned about bus access to Prince
Henry’s School; egress for buses from Cambria Road onto High Street would be very difficult. He felt
that if pupils were required to cross Greenhill, this could endanger lives
Alyson Storr expressed concern about the access to the Library and Job Centre. She agreed that
some roundabouts on High Street would help and that this should be the first priority, but a full one-

way system is not needed. More provision needs to be made for long-stay parking, especially for
visitors and tourists.
Christine Keys from off Coopers Lane expressed concern about the possibility of extra traffic using
the Lane as a cut through, via Fairfield Road, to avoid the one-way system through town to access
Waterside and the hospital.
Alan Booth said the 7.5T weight limit was there for environmental reasons, but it was not enforced.
Colin Tether said that all the original responses that had been tabled at the June 2016 meeting had
been submitted to the County Council. The County Council has commissioned WSP Consultants to
examine and report on the various options and this was now available to view on the County
Council's Evesham Transport Strategy website page. In fact, none of the proposals put forward at the
meeting had received approval. The Council's strategy now appeared to be to try to persuade a
substantial proportion of road users to switch from car to walking and cycling. The WSP report
showed Jim's scheme did perhaps receive less criticism than the others and Jim had subsequently
modified his scheme. He thought that some of WSP's comments could be questioned and he
concluded by saying that although Jim's scheme may not meet with approval, it is clear that
something needs to be done to deal with day long queueing through the Town Centre. Colin also
said he did not support making Cambria Road one way as shown.
Mr No name suggested that the traffic lights at Abbey Road/Waterside junction should be modified
to provided 4 separate stages for each approach which would increase capacity and reduce delay.
Jacqueline Hale, off Albert Street. Expressed concern that in a one-way system, with all of the traffic
going the same way and thus ending up in a queue would actually be slower than splitting the traffic
in a 2-way movement. She stated that it is increasingly difficult to leave the Albert Road area even
from Briar Close into Worcester Road.
John Dunn. Well done to Jim Powell for all his efforts, and for talking about the problem, which the
county highways and our elected county councillors seem averse to doing. It's easy to criticise, as we
saw at the meeting last night, and I'm sure Jim would agree that his plan won't suit everyone, and
indeed certain aspects, such as making Waterside and Abbey Road one way, are very controversial.
However, congratulations on dragging this vital subject out into the open, and well done the Civic
Society.
Carol Avramovic About the Evesham town hall traffic meeting we attended, we suggest there
should be a crossing at the top of Broadway Rd by the bye pass. It is very dangerous trying to cross
there and there are loads of houses both sides of the road.
G Davies considers that the gyratory would create as many problems as it would solve.
Robert Paterson. Agrees with roundabouts and zebra crossings, plus better provision for cyclists, and
the creation of a crossing at the end of Worcester Road. The short one-way system to improve access
to Prince Henry’s deserves detailed assessment. The full gyratory needs much more thought, but the
priority for the town is to improve traffic flow on the A46.
Brian Chilver considers that the existing one-way system in Mill St, Chapel Lane and Swan Street best
serves the traffic from south of the river, which with the proposed residential development off
Cheltenham Road will only increase. Ease of access into the town centre is essential if businesses are
to thrive and the historic centre be rejuvenated.

Ian Brown Mobility scooters can drive on the pavement, so no need to make special provision in the
highway.
The Cambria Road/Victoria Avenue/Prince Henry School issue is a completely separate problem to
the town, and will require a specific solution which considers the residents in that geographic area.
The town centre is a dead area for retail, we need to refocus on tourism and leisure for which
parking continues to be an issue.
There is no adequate provision for tourist coaches, particularly in attractive parts of the town.
The traffic is strangling the town: we could make life considerably easier as follows:a) we have two bridges, one of which operates at 50% capacity; only by opening Workman Bridge to
full capacity will the problem be alleviated (not solved)
b) Reverse the Swan Lane and Oat Street system, have traffic flowing two ways down Mill Bank and
over Workman Bridge
c) mini roundabouts at the High Street/Swan Lane and Oat Street junctions
d) reduce the number of pelican crossings on the high street and replace with pedestrian crossings
e) synchronise the traffic lights and crossings on the High Street.
f) 20mph speed limit and 7.5T limit on the town centre
g) we need a replacement modern hospital, not simply to close what we have to redevelop the site.
h) highways have to devise an alternative to the A46 when there are problems on the M5
Norman Downs I feel that the gyratory system will only make matters worse. Making the ‘new’
bridge one way is a waste of this wide road. The mini roundabouts will not work but lead to gridlock
the same happens on the bypass drivers enter the roundabouts when the exit is not clear leading to
a complete blockage. On the rare occasions when there is snow on the ground the mini roundabouts
will not be seen by drivers from out of town.
Are cyclists to go all round the one-way system?
All towns have problems at certain times of the day, but your scheme will cause problems all day. You
are increasing the distance travelled on every journey. The main problem seems to me to be lack of
consideration and co-operation from motorists in general, blocking side roads and jumping the red
lights.
I think you need to co-ordinate the traffic lights, reverse Swan Lane. Try asking the Creswells coach
drivers for their suggestions.
Colette Prescott
I have lived in Evesham (Greenhill to start with now off Merstow Green) since 1962, I don't
remember any bus going around Greenhill Park Road but I do remember traffic tailing back up
Greenhill, however that was mainly weekends & on bank holidays & before there was a bypass unlike
now, even when the bypass is not blocked it happens regularly.
I remember Swan Lane being two way, again the type & volume of traffic has changed since then so
maybe Swan Lane could be one way off the High St. Mill bank two way & Oat St. be one way on to
the High St.
I can understand losing some of the traffic lights & replacing them with mini roundabouts or raised
crossing.
The addition of trees & shrubs with less A boards, signs etc around great, but additional provision for
cyclists & mobility carriages as a priority, apart from making sure there are drop curbs, this will not
help the traffic flow or bring locals & tourist back into town.

The one way gyratory would lead to problems for the emergency services. Now if we wanted to go
out in the car shopping to B&Q or Argos from Boat lane it would take how long & how many miles
etc? Impractical, just too complicated,
Cambria Rd. Why direct one way traffic to a busy junction?
Two storey car park on Merstow Green, ugly, Car park to the side of the Police station, someone
must think that would look prettier than a market garden on entrance to an old market garden
town. Parking outside Churches could be taken up by market stalls? (What about weddings etc)
Can the Workman Bridge or even Port St. cope with the added pressure?
Whilst at the meeting I was handed a leaflet showing a proposal submitted by James Alexander
Fleck, now that was a lot simpler & easier to understand & maybe with a little tweak would be the
solution.
Annie Chaplin
Having looked at his plan in more detail I do not think that much of it is workable though it is good to
have had the discussion and it surely will have generated some useful ideas..I think that Waterside
and Abbey Road are wide enough to support two way traffic it is unrealistic to have fire and ambulances going against the flow of traffic. With regard to the gyratory system to PHHS it may have
worked in the 1970's but with the volume of traffic now
and the parked cars in Cambria Road and Victoria Avenue it will not work today!
I suggest that that problem could be solved by the north bound school buses dropping the pupils off
at the Station and having a controlled crossing with the pupils walking the rest of the way to school!
Those coming down Greenhill could be dropped in the lay by at the top of Greenhill and walk down
the hill. It may not work to do that in reverse since teachers are now expected to make sure that pupils get on the buses after school. Though it
could be discussed with the school staff.
I think that we should revert to the one system used before and put back into place when the bridge
works were in progress I think this was outlined in the 2016 plan which was available at the traffic
meeting and involved Bridge Street, Mill lane and Swan Street being one way

Responses by Jim.
Reducing cars and eliminating busses accessing Prince Henry’s would provide scope for better cycle
access for pupils. School buses could drop pupils on High Street, in a designated bus bay, at a zebra
crossing, so that they can cross to the east side in safety.

APPENDIX A – Jim Powell’s Scheme details

PROPOSED NEW TRAFFIC SYSTEM FOR EVESHAM
This document should be read in conjunction with a prepared plan highlighting one way
streets, speed limits, parking areas, pedestrian crossings, buses, taxis, shopping areas with
provision for delivery vehicles, school buses and drop off areas.
1.

Gyratory system around main roads.

Approaching from the north on the A4184 down Greenhill and continuing to a new mini
roundabout diverting all traffic towards an easterly direction via Swan Lane.
At the bottom of Greenhill, at the junction of the B4624 adjoining the railway bridge, there
should be another mini roundabout with provision for a pedestrian crossing to the north and
south of the Station access.
Albert Road and Queens Road which are used for residents parking should become a one way
system to the west from Albert Road to the junction with Briar Close with traffic going
straight on or turn right in Briar Close and proceed east up Queens Road becoming a one way
system.
The semi islands attached to the footpath adjoining the road junctions of Queens Road, Albert
Road and Avon Street should be removed to allow and facilitate traffic movement in and
around the roads on the west side of the High Street. This will allow additional car parking
and the areas should be embellished by small ornamental trees set between the pavement and
the tarmac.
A pedestrian crossing should be constructed adjoining the Catholic Church and School and a
similar one to the south of Albert Road.
A further mini roundabout should be constructed at the corner of Avon Street, High Street and
Swan Lane with the traffic turning left around the roundabout and traffic approaching from
the south up the High Street on a one way system will traverse the roundabout, having right
of way over the traffic from Avon Street.
A bus station should be provided to station buses on the west side of the High Street. The area
on the eastern side of the High Street should become a car park with suitable small trees,
seats and facilities on small island areas.
All traffic to go along east along Swan Lane. Rynal Street traffic will turn left and access to
the Aldi car park will be from Swan Lane.
On the corner of Rynal Street, Conduit Hill and Swan Lane there will be another mini
roundabout down Chapel Street giving access into the old infant school car park. A
recreational area made with seats and ornamental trees should be provided on the site of the
derelict overgrown infant school site.
The traffic from the Aldi car park will enter from Swan Lane and Oat Street giving access to
the gyratory system at the junction of the four corners., i.e.Mill Bank/Cowl Street/Oat Street.

2.
Traffic will traverse Mill Bank and to the left drive to Common Road down Mill Bank which
will be a one way system into Common Road to various estates to be constructed and also the
recreation area on the Common and access to riverside footpaths.
The one way system will proceed along Mill Street, turning left where there will be another
mini roundabout allowing access to and exit from the Riverside Car Park, shopping centre,
apartments and the Abbey Park.
All traffic will go over the bridge straight on in an easterly direction to the B4035 to Badsey
and the A44 to Broadway. Port Street to be two way as currently exists. Greater control
should be put on No Parking with the addition of double yellow lines throughout the area to
restrict parking outside shops. Traffic should flow west down Port Street to enable all traffic
to turn left as there will be a roundabout at the approach to Workman Bridge.
Waterside will be a one way system with access to Coopers Lane with a mini roundabout.
Traffic from Coopers Lane to turn left only to the New Bridge. This will include access to the
Cemetery and Hospital. The Workman Gardens should be laid out with adequate
enhancement of specialist trees adjoining the monument for car parking on a limited time
scale.
Waterside will link in with the cycle track coming from the estates adjoining Cheltenham
Road and Hampton. Provision should be made for cyclists and invalid carriages on the north
eastern side adjoining the river. This will give access to Abbey Road.
Provision should be made for the possibility of a new hospital on a site to the north of
Evesham giving access to Worcester and Redditch. The existing site should be developed as a
riverside car park on the frontage with quality apartments, flats and houses overlooking the
riverside meadows out of any flood levels.
At the New Bridge the traffic will turn left to Cheltenham on the A4184 or go straight on to
Pershore, or turning right up Abbey Road with a mini roundabout leading traffic through the
town. Access to the Leisure Centre and Fire Station with additional car, coach parking, school
buses and taxi spaces in the area of the old sewage works site.
Any development to the west of Abbey Road should be minimised and the access onto Abbey
Road should turn left onto the one way gyratory system.
An access should be formed to the south of the police station to a new coach and car parking
area adjoining the Abbey site to give priority access to the Park and historical features to be
provided by the Abbey Trust.
Traffic from this area would turn left in a northerly direction taking all traffic serving
Merstow Green and the site with car parking off the Waitrose site. The traffic would all turn
left to approach the town centre using Oat Street or Swan Lane as one way systems. The
Merstow Green roundabout will be altered and consideration given to a two storey multi car
park, suitably designed containing permanent hanging baskets and plants.

3.
Roads going to the north throughout the gyratory system should be developed to make
provision for cyclists, pedestrians and invalid carriages for the entire length into the town.
Suitable belisha crossings at various points away from the road junctions should help to
maintain traffic flows below 20 miles per hour throughout the scheme. These crossings would
have raised tarmac with 40 cm white painted stripes. Adjoining these sites at frequent
intervals there should be black and white striped road signs indicating pedestrian crossing.
The 20 mile per hour speed limit should be supported by the Highway Authority – Worcester
County Council.
Additional Improvements for car parking enhancements for shopping facilities
The area in front of the churches which have now only a small car park could be utilised for
markets and consideration of markets down Bridge Street (servicing of shops in this area to
be carried out in the early morning or late evening) as in the market square which is
traditionally used for market stalls. The exploitation of commercial market stalls can be
facilitated within Vine Street.
All traffic lights should be removed and raised pedestrian areas with belisha crossings
installed in a number of places preferably at least 30 metres away from corners.
Wherever possible, trees and shrubs should be suitably positioned to enhance the existing few
remaining trees. The indiscriminate positioning of pavement signs should be prohibited.
The taxi bays should be made smaller and positioned around the centre of the town, to hold
one taxi and the rest of the taxis would wait for a call on a telephone system to be positions
off Abbey Road on Wychavon land.
Deliveries into the town from white vans and large delivery vans should be restricted and
controlled to deliver before 8.00 a.m. or after 8.00 p.m. Highway conditions can be imposed
on roads when there are serious problems, i.e. during the day.
School buses should be contained within the one way gyratory system. Parking on the
western side of the High Street as far as buses are concerned with schools on the northern end
of the town and indiscriminate parking by parents waiting for pupils should be restricted to
designated places i.e. school playing fields, parking areas and land to the south of Inches
Lane to avoid major traffic problems within the centre of the town. Every effort should be
made to designate cycle tracks throughout the town. This one way system could be the start
of cycle ways throughout the town and new estates.
The Greenhill area around Prince Henry’s school and the Arts Centre should be developed
into a one way system. The route would be from Greenhill to Victoria Avenue, turn left
(north) into Windsor Road, across the road down into Princess Road into a two way system in
Victoria Avenue adjoining Prince Henry’s High School, left into Lower Windsor Road, right
into Cambria Road and then to Greenhill with access to a double roundabout similar to the
one recently provided on Badsey Road/The Elm/Offenham Road.. Double yellow lines
should be on all the corners to allow traffic to move which would be monitored by traffic
wardens.

4.
In the Bengeworth area between Burford Road and Offenham Road could be considered in a
similar fashion utilising a one way system allowing residents parking and restricting speeds.
This would have many advantages providing quality parking on the streets and a safe one
way system which has been proposed for the properties to the west of the lower Greenhill
area.

Conclusion
Evesham is a beautiful small town with great facilities for tourism and quality houses on the
outskirts enabling visitors to travel to the Cotswolds, Cheltenham, Gloucester, Stratford upon
Avon and neighbouring counties. The out of town shopping areas and internet shopping have
made a considerable impact on shopping areas throughout the country. We have the
opportunity to make Evesham a beautiful place for people to relax and enjoy the riverside
together with absorbing the abbey site.
Evesham’s future will undoubtedly rely for a larger extent on its heritage and history. It is
essential that development should be restricted in the market garden areas within the town.
The infrastructure must be dealt with before any major development takes place in the town
centre. Recent experience has shown the problems which undoubtedly will continue.
The provision of this gyratory system will be a step towards helping future commercial
enterprise and the enjoyment of leisure of our beautiful historic town.

James T.Powell
Chairman – Vale of Evesham Civic Society
December 2018
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APPENDIX B – Swiss roundabouts

APPENDIX 3 Submission by David Dunbar to WCC Highways Department,
January 2017.

Traffic In and Around Evesham
David Dunbar, January 2017.

Introduction
There can be no argument that the traffic situation in and around Evesham is in urgent need of
attention. If left unattended, matters will surely get steadily worse as the population of the area
increases, driven by the developments already planned and the inevitable additional projects not yet
on the books.
The extent of the current problem was brought home to me during December 2016 when I ventured
from home in Honeybourne to Evesham town centre on a couple of occasions while road works
were underway on the bypass. Even during the “quiet” periods remote from the morning and
evening peaks, the town was virtually gridlocked, with traffic engaged on a fruitless search for an
alternative route through the town centre to avoid the congestion on the bypass. But this shouldn’t
be seen as an exceptional event: it was merely an early warning of what will become normality in
the near future as traffic volumes continue their inexorable rise, and is in fact little different from
the circumstances pertaining every weekday during the busy periods.
This paper seeks to analyse the underlying reasons for the present and anticipated future levels of
congestion, and propose ways in which it can be alleviated. As such, the issue is addressed in two
distinct parts: through traffic using the major routes, and local traffic in and around town.
The reader will note that I have based my proposals on the assumption that there will be little or no
movement of road traffic to other media, principally the railways. This is not the appropriate forum
for a major treatise on this subject, but I have previously looked in sufficient depth at the relative
merits of road and rail to be convinced that rail will never be able to play more than a very small part
in our overall transport needs, so I have set it aside for the purposes of this paper. I will be pleased
to expand on the reasons for this conclusion if requested.

The Problems:
Through Traffic
Two major routes pass close by Evesham town:
The A46 connects Gloucester, Cheltenham and traffic from the M5 at Ashchurch to the M40 at
Longbridge roundabout and other Midlands destinations, and has become an important route for
vehicles of all sorts, including a substantial amount of freight, as part of the national road network.
Significant parts of the A46 have been upgraded to dual carriageway standard in recognition of its
status and traffic volumes, with improvements to other sections being planned.
The A44 links Worcester to Oxford. Although of lower status than the A46, it is nevertheless a wellused route, as testified by the traffic volumes to be seen using it at virtually all times.
Both of the above routes are also heavily used for commuting between the Evesham area and major
employment centres in all directions.
Despite its importance to the national network and the quality of the road elsewhere, the A46 is
severely restricted where it passes by Evesham. Not only is it limited to a single carriageway, it has to
negotiate no less than four heavily used roundabouts in a distance of just 2 miles, with a further
roundabout less than 2 miles away at Twyford. This in itself would be severely detrimental to the

efficient flow of traffic, but the killer blow is the fact that for part of this distance, the A46 has to
share its route with the A44, as well as all the local traffic inevitably hopping from one roundabout
to another. This scenario creates the pinch point which results in the daily seizing up of traffic on the
bypass, and leads to many vehicles trying to use the town centre as a rat-run. As traffic densities
increase, the level of congestion will surely rise in sympathy, with the resultant impact on air quality
for the houses and pedestrians close to the route and in town.
Local Traffic
Evesham town is in a difficult position. Trade in the town centre shops is declining, leading to serious
concern for its future and plans for its rebirth as a leisure destination. But local geography has
exacerbated the situation, in the form of the river (a great asset, but also a serious obstruction to
travel in the area) and the scattergun approach to past town planning. There are no less than five
distinct retail centres in and around Evesham (respectively what remains of the town centre soon to
be given a hoped-for shot in the arm with the arrival of Waitrose, “The Valley”, Four Pools, Port
Street and the Tesco complex in Worcester Road). All are far enough apart to preclude easy travel
from one to another on foot, necessitating much shuttling of cars etc for multi-point visits to town.
On top of that, parking capacity in the town centre is inadequate, and set to be further reduced with
the development of Waitrose.
Bus services from outlying communities play a small part in reducing car traffic, but the generally low
passenger densities from any given area preclude a significant increase in services without a
substantial increase in subsidies. This in itself is highly unlikely in the present and foreseeable
economic climate.
This logistic nightmare is exacerbated by the fact that travel into and out of the town centre is
constrained by the bridges and roads layout to three inbound routes and two outbound: this is in
itself the reverse of rational expectations and a recipe for further congestion.
The tragedy is, with a bit of far-sightedness, the town’s unique history, character and layout, with
the beautiful Avon surrounding the old town centre on three sides, could be made into a highly
desirable destination for both residents and visitors. This is totally impossible with the current manic
traffic situation.

Discussion of Problems:
Through Traffic
The part of the A46 adjacent to Evesham has been rendered unfit for purpose by the steady increase
in traffic flow, single carriageway layout, sharing the roadway with other routes and the multiplicity
of roundabouts within a short distance. The inexorable growth of the town means that the current
A46 route, which originally defined the limit of residential and commercial development on that side
of town, has now been leapfrogged, with the Vale Park business area and an anticipated new
housing development on its outer side. Any upgrading of the current route is precluded by these
developments. These impediments are illustrated in fig 1.

Fig. 1. The Problem for Through Traffic: Two Routes Sharing the Same Single Carriageway Road
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Local Traffic
Where to begin? The lack of parking capacity, the dearth of routes into and particularly out of town,
the bizarre one-way system. They all play their part, and compound with one another to rule out a
simple solution. The only genuine answer is to find a way of reducing traffic volumes in the town
centre by giving users alternative means of access and providing easier escape routes.
Further to the above, an additional black spot is the junction adjacent to the Abbey Road bridge. As
well as local traffic, a significant volume of through traffic heading for Pershore and Worcester uses
this route instead of the official A44 route via the bypass. No amount of tweaking of the junction
layout, traffic light sequencing, etc will alleviate the congestion if the through traffic is not given a
viable alternative route.

Proposed Solutions:
Through Traffic
The A46 must be given a new route relieving it of the present causes of congestion. I propose that a
new dual carriageway be constructed, to the east of the present route, connecting to the existing
roads at junctions to the north of Twyford and south of the football ground roundabout. The route
would take it well outside all existing residential and commercial construction plans and any that
might be expected in the future. Crucially, there would be no junctions between the two new ones,
in order to prevent the road becoming congested with A44 and local traffic. The junctions would
initially be roundabouts, as elsewhere on this route, but sufficient land area around them should be
reserved against the possibility of flyover style junctions becoming necessary in the future.
The existing bypass and other roads, relieved of the A46 traffic by the new road, would be able to
cope with A44 and local traffic for the foreseeable future.
The new road would not be cheap to construct, encompassing one river bridge, one railway bridge
and crossings over about six other roads depending on the exact route to be followed. However its
status as an important part of the national road network should ensure that funds are made
available, and the investment justified by the beneficial economic impact of the reduction in journey
times.
I have not obsessed with the details of the route at this stage: this would be a matter for
consideration when detailed planning takes place. There are sure to be objections and a few
property incursions, but as the proposed route is mainly on agricultural land these should be quite
limited despite the regrettable but inevitable depletion of this resource. If it is considered that visual
and noise intrusion is an issue on any sections of the road, the carriageway could be semisubmerged in a shallow cutting with the earth removed built up into embankments on either side,
creating a cost effective means of mitigating disturbance to local residents.
The approximate route of the new road is illustrated in fig 2.

Fig. 2. Proposed New Route for A46
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Local Traffic
Step one has to be reducing the amount of traffic coming into the town centre. Evesham needs an
effective park and ride system, but crucially it must be financially advantageous to use it. This can be
accomplished by ensuring that the combined cost of the car park and bus into town is significantly
less than in-town car park charges. The park and ride service can also be used as a shuttle service to
link the various retail centres identified above in the discussion of the problems. But this will only
work if traffic volumes are reduced to a level where the service isn’t at the mercy of congestion. This
aspect renders the park and ride and shuttle bus service just one element of the overall solution.
The town centre jam would be further reduced if routes into and out of town were equalised, and
preferably were biased in favour of exit routes. Modification of the one way system to allow High
Street traffic to access Workman Bridge is the obvious way of achieving equality. The arguments
against two-way traffic in Mill Street which were articulated during the Abbey Road bridge
reconstruction are acknowledged, but more thought should be put into limiting the use of this route
by large vehicles in combination with some easing of tight corners, thus enabling cars, vans and all
but the largest buses to pass one another in a two-way traffic flow.
Even with the above improvements, a significant amount of traffic approaching from the
Cheltenham direction and heading towards Worcester will still choose to take the shorter route via
Hampton. As volumes inexorably increase, the Abbey Road bridge junction will have to be relieved
by the construction of a link road from the football pitch roundabout to the Pershore road beyond
Hampton. In the longer term, the volume of traffic through Pershore will additionally call for a new
link road and bridge across the Avon connecting the Pershore road to the A44.

Conclusion
No traffic scheme has any chance of success without a clear vision of the future level of traffic using
it. It is therefore vital that an accurate assessment of current population levels in Evesham and its
surrounding communities plus all possible future developments, as well as the potential growth of
traffic using the through routes, be acknowledged while determining the future shape of the
transport infrastructure in the area.
The above proposals would surely entail considerable cost and some disruption. However, in our
crowded island with one of the highest population densities in the world, the sophisticated and
comfortable lifestyle which most of us demand carries an inevitable penalty, in that the
developments necessary to accommodate a growing population are bound to have some impact.
The challenge is to balance the downside for the few with the greater benefit for the many.
It is a privilege to live in such a beautiful area. We will all benefit if we accept the challenges facing
us and respond to them with realistically planned solutions. Reducing or eliminating the blight of
traffic congestion from our everyday lives will be a major stimulus to personal health and quality of
life.

Contact Details
I will be pleased to clarify or expand on any aspects of the foregoing via the following contact details:
Address:
Email:
Tel:
Mobile:

St. Mabyn, Station Road, Honeybourne, Evesham, Worcs, WR11 7QG
DavidLJDunbar@gmail.com
01386 831001
07976 391426.

